COMPANY PROFILE

MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM.

IAM

CONTROL SYSTEM SPECIALIZED COMPANY
IAM CONTROL ENGINEERING SDN. BHD.

12, Jalan Sena 14, Taman Rinting, 81750, Masai, Johor, Malaysia.

Tel: [607] 387-2950
Fax: [607] 387-3190
Mobil: [6012] 711 3307

Email: nasrinar@iamcontroleng.com
Email: iamcesb@iamcontroleng.com
Email: tech@iamcontroleng.com
Email: enquiry@iamcontroleng.com
Email: nasrinar@streamyx.com
Email: iamcesb@streamyx.com
CERTIFICATE & REGISTRATION

1] KEMENTERIAN KEWANGAN MALAYSIA [ AKUAN PENDAFTARAN KONTRAKTOR ]
   [ 01/07/2004 ~ 30/06/2007 ] No. 167654 No. RUJUKAN : 357-02029746

2] KEMENTERIAN KEWANGAN MALAYSIA [ AKUAN PENDAFTARAN KONTRAKTOR ]
   [ 01/07/2007 ~ 30/06/2010 ] No. 244964 No. RUJUKAN : 357-02029746

3] KEMENTERIAN KEWANGAN MALAYSIA
   [ AKUAN PENDAFTARAN KONTRAKTOR BUMIPUTERA]
   30/06/2010 No. 140329 No. RUJUKAN : 357-02029746

4] KEMENTERIAN KEWANGAN MALAYSIA
   SUB-HEAD No.: 110200*****160302*****180100*****180200*****180300*****
   190300*****200100*****200300*****220110*****221404*****

5] AKTA KUMPULAN WANG SIMPANAN PEKERJA 1991
   CERTIFICATE No.: 014502858

6] MALAYSIA MARINE AND HEAVY ENGINEERING SDN BHD
   [ REGISTRATION NUMBER: SI 1278 MSE/TS/REGC 045-2005
   SUB JOB : KE 05*****SR 08*****SB 05*****SB 13*****

7] MISC BERHAD
   [ REGISTRATION No.: MISC-0612-01B
   SM5 MARINE/SHIP REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
   06 AUTOMATION/CONTROL & INSTRUMENTATION
   6.1 ELECTRICAL,PNEUMATIC,HYDRAULICS*****6.3 LEVEL GAUGING SYSTEM.

8] ATLAS MARINE SERVICES PTE LTD [ SINGAPORE ]
   AGENT for SPAN GAS ***** SUB CON for AUTOMATION & INSTRUMENTATION.

9] MALAYSIA MARINE AND HEAVY ENGINEERING SDN BHD
   [ REGISTRATION NUMBER: V 01668

10] ACG ITALY [SERVICE AGENT AT MALAYSIA FOR ICCP & MGPS]

11] JV WITH TAKEDA ENGINEERING CO LTD - JAPAN.
    MARINE AUTOMATION AND INSTRUMENTATION.

12] FUJI AUTOMATION PTE LTD [ SINGAPORE ]
    [ SERVICE AND DISTRIBUTION MARINE PARTS ]

13] MTU SERVICES [MALAYSIA] SDN BHD
    APPM SERVICE AGENT [MSM-ISS/VDP/REG/8/001]
IAM incorporated April 28th 2004. It is a 100% Bumiputera Company.

Knowing the ongoing demand of specialized and knowledgeable professional on Marine Industry of Automation Instrumentation Control System, we found and created IAM CONTROL ENGINEERING SDN BHD.

The mission and vision is to provide excellent services, innovation products and professionals at competitive price and cover all the needs of technical services in the area of automation @ pneumatic system, hydraulic system and E & E system.

The know-how, the complete knowledge of the regulations and the demands of modern shipping and the long experience and the continuous training of our engineer’s are the guarantee for the quality services of Company.

IAM CONTROL ENGINEERING SDN BHD cooperates with few foreign company which manufacture automation and instruments materials, is able to supplies a greater range of spare parts to the customers.

We are also able to make replacements – partly or totally at systems which ragout and for which the spare parts recovery is not possible.

**********RIGHT FIRST TIME , RIGHT ON TIME , RIGHT EVERYTIME.**********
Registered Name : IAM CONTROL ENGINEERING SDN BHD.

Registered No. : 650968 W

Date of Incorporation : April 28th 2004

Business Address : No.12, Jalan Sena 14, Taman Rinting, 81750 Masai, Johor, Malaysia.

Contact No. : +607 387 2950 [Tel], +607 387 3190 [Fax]

Mobile No. : +6012 711 3307 / +6012 722 3307

Email Address : iamcesb@iamcontroleng.com / enquiry@iamcontroleng.com

Company Secretary : RN Management & Accounting Services.
Mr. Khaeromze Bin Ahmad [MIA 16120]

Company Auditor : Azzudin & Co.
Mrs. Norhafizah Binti Md. Sharif [AF 1452]

Bank : HSBC BANK – Taman Molek Johor Bahru.

Authorized & Paid Up Capital : RM 500,000.00

Mr. Nasri Nar Bahadur Bin Abdullah.
YM Ungku Zulkefli Bin Ungku Mohdmed.

Type of Company : 100% Bumiputera [private limited]

Worker and Manpower: Malaysian Citizen and Bumiputra.

IAM CONTROL ENGINEERING SDN BHD is specialized in Marine and Industry Automation Instrumentation Control Systems.

Our specialized work on Pneumatic *** Electronic *** Electrical *** Hydraulic *** controls system. The work carry out is to check, service, test, calibrate and spare parts supplied.

*] Automatic Unloading System [ Tanker Ship ] AUS.
*] Tank Remote Level Gauge and Draft gauge System. [ Ballast Tank ]
*] Boiler Automatic Combustion Control. [ Muira Boiler ]
*] Main Engine Safety and Monitoring System.
*] Generator Safety and Monitoring System.
*] Design and Fabricate Automation Control Panel.
*] Impressed Current Cathodic Protection System. [ ICCP ]
*] Marine Growth Prevention System. [ MGPS ]
*] Control Valve Automation and Safety Valve test.
*] Fire Detector System.
*] Portable Gas Detector Calibration and Supply.
*] Pneumatic and Hydraulic Transmitter Calibration & Testing.
*] Cargo Oil Tank Hydraulic Remote Control System.
*] Temperature Controller and Temperature Calibrator.
*] Viscosity Control System.
*] Oil Mist Detector.
*] Oxygen Analyzer. [ Supply and Calibration ]
*] Cargo Tank Level, Hi-Hi Alarm & Overfill Alarm ( Musasino ) & spare parts.
*] 15ppm Oil Monitor.OWS [ supply and calibration ]
*] Pressure Switch, PT100, Bilge Float and Transmitter. [ supply and calibration ]
*] MMC & HERMATIC Tape. [ repair and supply parts and calibration ]
*] Calibration Gas. [ wide range span gas ] supply.

Calibration Wide Range Calibrator, new installation and design & fabricated control panel.
Work successfully completed in Malaysia and Oversea.

Total Number of ship or vessel:-
Form year 2004 to 2012 are : 382 marine vessel.

Total ship owner are : 25 ship owner.

We have successfully completed the jobs at the respective shipyard:-

- Malaysia Marine Heavy Engineering [MMHE] - Malaysia
- Mubhbabah Marine Engineering Sdn Bhd - Malaysia
- Boustead Naval Shipyard Sdn Bhd - Malaysia
- Sime Sembawang Engineering Sdn Bhd - Malaysia
- Sembawang Shipyard Ltd - Singapore
- DryDocks World Shipyards - Dubai
- DryDocks World Shipyards - Pertama Batam
- DryDocks World Shipyards - Nanindah Batam
- PAL Shipyards - Indonesia
- Keppel Subic Shipyards - Philippines
- Tsuneishi Shipyards - Japan
- Sasebo Shipyards - Japan
- Unithai Shipyards And Engineering Ltd - Thailand
- Hyundai - Vinashin Shipyards Co. Ltd - Vietnam
- More...

Port that we carry out jobs:-

- West Port - Port Klang Malaysia
- North Port - Port Klang Malaysia
- Johor Port - Johor Malaysia
- Tanjung Pelepas Port - Johor Malaysia
- Tanjung Langsat Port - Pasir Gudang Malaysia